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1. Could you tell us about what you do at work and how you promote sustainability in your work?
As Director and Office Leader of Arup Singapore Pte Ltd, I formulate strategies to create sustainable
buildings. I help drive the modeling techniques and building physics studies that are key tools to enable us
to be at the frontier of sustainable design. However, what is more important than tools and technology is
the in-depth and meticulous consideration analysis of spatial factors, environmental factors and basically,
understanding the type of spaces without air conditioning that will be comfortable in a tropical climate.
With the right approach and understanding, we can then better apply building physics techniques such as
estimating heat radiation, modeling the impact of other sources of heat, analyzing wind directions and
finding ways to catch cooling breezes, and calculating where sunlight and rain will fall to design appropriate
protection.
In addition, I am actively participating in associations that promote green initiatives, and this includes the
Singapore Green Building Council (taskforce member of the Façade System and Roofing committee).
2. What are your greatest achievements in the Green Building journey?
Probably what was achieved at the National Library Building – a very pioneer project. More recently how
well the natural ventilation strategies worked at The Star and Ventus (NUS OED).
-The National Library of Singapore is one of the first few buildings with solar shading panels to prevent
direct absorption of solar energy. The open plaza is always breezy, allowing an optimum amount of light in.
This is a high performance building with a good building envelope and containing good passive design
features. That is also why it gets awarded the Green Mark Platinum award every five years, since the year it
was completed.
-The Star located at Buona Vista. The Star is a landmark shopping mall, vivacious in its design and boasts
complex geometry lines with slanted columns and facades. The challenge on this was integrating
environmentally sustainable designs into this building, while maintaining its architectural intent for an
open-air design. I am extremely happy with the outcome of this project because visitors to the mall don’t
notice that it is not air-conditioned. This proved that open and comfortable public spaces can be achieved
even amidst the tropical climate of Singapore.
-The National University of Singapore’s Office of Estate and Development (NUS OED) is another project I
am really proud of. Though not as big in scale when stacked against the other projects, NUS OED is in my
opinion, a humble building that has achieved sustainability in many aspects. This Green Mark Platinum
building is the first office in Singapore to be naturally ventilated. Air conditioning was sacrificed in enclosed
spaces and outdoor meeting rooms are a unique and prominent feature of the development. We drove the
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design of the building form to allow natural daylighting across the office floorplate, as well as providing
views to all staff.
3. Can you identify the point in time when your environmental consciousness was awakened?
Since young I had always been concerned about man’s impact on his environment and how wasteful we
can be. Recycling and composting were a part of my upbringing. However my professional interest only
really began in 1996 when I moved from being a structural engineer into the field of façade consultancy.
Understanding how a building envelop could control and filter the outside environment and seeing the role
that wind played on buildings and people’s comfort, allowed me to appreciate that my work could
influence the environmental impact of the projects on which I worked.
4.

If there is one thing that you would like to see more of in Singapore’s building designs, what would that
be?
The answer is to see passive features become a bigger component of building design. This needs ESD
(Environmental Sustainability Design) consultants to be involved at an earlier stage and for the client and
the architects to have their design process informed by engineers advising, designing and modeling these
spaces from the very conception of the projects. Only with this early involvement can the real, and most
significant, benefits of a passive design approach be realized. I have been lucky to work on a number of
such projects but these are the exception and not the rule.

5. What initiatives are you currently working on?
Our current projects where we have high hopes for the green outcomes are Capita Green, Yale NUS College
and South Beach. All of these include new features that should redefine what can be achieved with good
design in the Green Building field in tropical climates.
6. Tell us a little known fact about yourself.
I do like to get out and about and walk whenever I can. When I am out and visiting new places, I am always
thinking about the micro-climate that I am experiencing. Asking myself if I am comfortable and then
thinking about why I am or why I'm not. Is there a good natural breeze, or is it that there is some air-con
spilling out from a door? Has the building shape captured or enhanced how the wind flows around the
building? How effective is the shading of a canopy? Does it stop good air flow? Will we get wet if it rains? Is
there too much or too little light? By thinking about these questions it informs my next design challenge.
Would our analysis give us the right answer?
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